There is a puzzling asymmetry in English with respect to free relative clauses introduced by what and who, with the former (e.g. [What Glenn said] didn't make much sense) intuitively being much more acceptable than the latter (e.g. [Who Glenn married] didn't make much money). In this squib, we explore this degraded acceptability of who free relative clauses, and from the results of an experimental study we identify syntactic features of the sentence that influence the level of acceptability. We discuss the difficulty in finding an independently-motivated solution to the puzzling asymmetry within current theories of syntax, semantic, and processing. Finally, we touch on a broader theoretical question relating to the robust cross-linguistic process by which elements of the set of wh-words in a language are able to extend their function from introducing interrogative clauses to introducing other clausal constructions.
THE PUZZLE
In English and many other languages, a subset of the wh-words that introduce interrogative clauses can also introduce embedded non-interrogative wh-clauses known as free relative clauses (FRs). Although they are clauses, FRs have the same distribution and receive the same interpretation as DPs or PPs (cf. Caponigro 2003 Caponigro , 2004 . For instance, while the embedded wh clauses in (1a) and (1b) look identical, the one in (1a) occurs as the complement of an interrogative predicate and is interpreted as an embedded interrogative, whereas the one in (1b) occurs as the complement of a predicate selecting for a DP and is interpreted as the definite DP in (1c).
(1) Intuitively, sentences with who FRs in subject position, as in (3c), appear to be less acceptable than those in direct object, as in (3a), or PP complement position, as in (3b).
The degraded acceptability of who FRs illustrated here is mysterious in light of the lack of a corresponding asymmetry between whoever and whatever FRs. In (4a-c), whoever FRs do not appear to have the same restrictions as their plain who FR counterparts:
(4) (a) Ana consoled whoever Samir fired.
(b) Clarissa talked to whoever was sitting at the bar.
(c) Whoever Glenn married didn't make much money.
Moreover, this asymmetry in English is odd given that cross-linguistically who FRs are attested in many languages, including Italian (5a), Spanish (5b), and German (5c). While the syntax and semantics of FRs have been discussed extensively (Bresnan and Grimshaw, 1978; Jacobson, 1995; Dayal, 1997; von Fintel, 2000 , van Riemsdijk, 2006 , in these works the focus of investigation is on what FRs and -ever FRs. It has been observed in passing that English who FRs are not productive (Jespersen, 1927, cited in Bresnan and Grimshaw, 1978) , but to our knowledge there has been no investigation into the degraded status of this construction. The purpose of this squib, then, is twofold. First, we describe the results of an experimental study, confirming our intuitions regarding the reduced acceptability of who FRs, and establishing more precisely the empirical ground (Sec. 2). Second, we discuss the possibility of finding an independently-motivated solution to the puzzling asymmetry within 1 The data in the paper from languages other than English were collected by us and the judgments were checked with at least two native speakers for each language. In summary, then, although at first blush a syntactic explanation for the puzzle may seem plausible, we cannot find an obvious path that does not fairly quickly run up against some intransigent roadblocks.
Semantic accounts
Similarly, we have not been able to find an independently-motivated explanation of our puzzle It would be stipulative to simply assert that the semantic composition above is blocked just in case the entities in the given set happen to be human, rather than inanimate entities. As such, we do not see how there can be a compositional semantic explanation for the degradation of who
FRs in English.
More fundamentally, though, the prospects for a purely semantic explanation of the asymmetry are dim given the productive use of who FRs cross-linguistically. If an account for the unacceptability of who FRs in English relies on contrasts between the semantics of who and what (and assuming that these generalizations are based on universal semantic principles and are not language-specific) then we would predict that who FRs would not be found in any language.
However, we have already shown in (5a-c) that many languages with FRs freely allow for the equivalents of who FRs.
Processing accounts
Next we consider how feasible a processing account would be to explain the asymmetry.
Uncontroversially, FRs may be harder to process in general than simple noun phrases, given their complex syntactic structure, the filler-gap dependency, the introduction of additional discourse referents, and, in some cases, non-canonical word order. This additional processing load might be thought of a contributing factor in the reduced acceptability of who FRs. Further, with respect to the even more greatly reduced acceptability of subject who FRs, one might wish to appeal to the fact that complex sentence subjects are generally costly to working memory and represent a processing bottleneck (Kluender 2004 ). However, one can quickly notice that these two factors do not have the same deleterious effect on the acceptability of fully headed relative clauses (even in subject position), nor explain why what FRs are not equally degraded. To find an orthogonal processing explanation for the who/what contrast, one would need to pursue an explanation based on the animacy of the referents of the referring expressions in the sentence. One possibility might be that relative clauses containing two human discourse referents are more difficult to process, owing to the marked nature of having a direct object that refers to a human rather than a more typical inanimate referent in the thematic role of patient. In such cases, potentially there is a temporary ambiguity at the level of discourse (meaning that either referent could be the agent acting upon the other), requiring an appeal to the syntax to disambiguate, and thus additional processing demands on the parser. However, it is not at all clear that this would be sufficient to account for the general large contrast in acceptability we see between who and what FRs, and again we quickly run into the intractable issue of the cross-linguistic data, which would be incorrectly predicted by this theory.
Another possible processing explanation of the reduced acceptability of subject versus object who FRs might be the former's temporary surface similarity to interrogative clauses. A subject who FR (e.g. Who met the young woman at the party…) can very naturally be parsed as an interrogative until the matrix predicate is encountered, at which time a reinterpretation is forced. The significant propensity for such garden-pathing, given the relative frequency of interrogatives in the language, may serve to strongly disfavor subject who FRs. A processing explanation, however, might be able to account for the contrast we see between the parallel and non-parallel conditions for who FRs. Recall the contrast in acceptability between (i) The young woman kissed who she met at the party, and (ii) The young woman kissed who met her at the party. For the parallel cases, the gap inside the FR and the relative clause itself are both in object position with respect to the verb in their clause. Moreover, the discourse referent is consistently a thematic patient in the two clauses. This contrasts with the non-parallel cases, in which a single discourse referent is both a thematic agent and a thematic patient within the scope of the same sentence. Possibly, the difficulty of simultaneously assigning incompatible syntactic and thematic roles to a single constituent accounts for the increased processing difficulty for the non-parallel cases. There is some evidence for this to be found in the processing literature. For example, Sheldon (1974) proposed the Parallel Function Hypothesis to account for why subject gap relative clauses modifying subject NPs and object gap relative clauses modifying direct objects NPs were acquired sooner and are easier to process than the nonparallel cases. The additional burden of processing of headed relatives clauses that are not in parallel configuration with the matrix clause would naturally carry over to the FR cases. This line of argument may go towards accounting for the relatively higher acceptability of object who FRs with an object gap, compared to object who FRs with a subject gap. The parallelism would not be expected to have a comparable effect on object what FRs with object versus subject gaps, since both of these are already deemed to be fully acceptable. However, a further explanation would still be needed for why such parallelism does not ameliorate the acceptability of subject who FRs with a subject gap. Maybe this is because they are already below a minimum threshold level of acceptability below which no rescue is available.
To sum up, in this section we provided several arguments supporting the view that our puzzle cannot receive a straightforward principled account within current syntactic, semantic, or processing approaches.
BROADER CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this squib, we have presented evidence of a puzzling asymmetry between the acceptability of what FRs and the degraded status and restricted distribution of who FRs in English. We have also argued that it is not trivial to imagine a plain, independently-motivated, syntactic, semantic, or processing explanation for the asymmetry.
Taking a broader perspective, we believe that the puzzle of who FRs in English provides insight into the more general cross-linguistic process by which languages have extended the function of the wh-words in the lexicon from interrogatives to other functions such as free relatives, relative pronouns in headed relative clauses, exclamatives, indefinites, polarity items, and so on. This is a fairly robust phenomenon across languages, and so there must be something inherent in the meaning of wh-words that allows for this. However, not every language uses its wh-words for all of these functions, and even for the functions where it does, the subset of whwords employed can vary. In other words, different wh-words behave differently with respect to the same construction in a language, and also behave differently across languages. The extension of the use of wh-words from interrogatives into a newer construction like a free relative thus appears to result from at least two different mechanisms: some general grammatically-driven strategy imposing syntactic and semantic constraints, and some form of lexical licensing that allows specific wh-words to participate in the more general mechanism. For instance, whenever a wh-word is used in a FR, it always occurs in clause initial position and licenses a gap. Semantically, it behaves like a non-quantificational expression, contributing to build the meaning of a definite description (Caponigro 2003 (Caponigro , 2004 . These are all general features that occur stably in FRs within a language and across languages. Still, within this general strategy, the extension of the use of a specific wh-word has to be licensed by an individual language on a case-by-case basis, as our puzzling asymmetry for English and the cross-linguistic data we just discussed show. What embarrassed the freshman student also titillated her a little 36.
What annoyed the impatient worker also depressed her Related stimuli were created containing whoever and whatever FRs in place of the plain FR counterparts in the sentences above, as were stimulus sentences containing full relative clauses headed by the nominals person, man, girl, thing, etc, as appropriate. An equal number of unrelated filler sentences were included in the study (around one-third of which were uncontroversially grammatical simple clauses, one-third were ungrammatical due to word order violations, and one-third were created to be of marginal acceptability, with referents not meeting the selectional restrictions in the subcategorizations of the predicates). The experimental and filler items were divided and counterbalanced into four lists.
